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UNDERSTANDING THE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT CRISIS
Tanya D. Marsh*

The popular, if simplistic, understanding of the most recent economic crisis is
that it was triggered by the bursting of an unprecedented residential real estate
bubble. In this narrative, the bubble was caused by interrelated factors—the
irrational beliefs of homeowners that property values would continue to rise and
the aggressive lending practices, which focused on maximizing the size and
volume of loan originations at the expense of prudent underwriting. Although we
see signs of a slow recovery, 1 the bubble’s collapse continues to have a
destabilizing effect on every corner of our economy and society, from financial
institutions struggling with ―toxic assets‖ on their balance sheets, to community
disruption caused by residential foreclosures.
Although the total amount of outstanding commercial real estate debt is less
than a third of the amount of outstanding residential debt,2 there is increasing
concern that a commercial real estate debt crisis is on the horizon. The
Congressional Oversight Panel, chaired by Elizabeth Warren, issued a report in
February 2010 that warned that a commercial real estate debt crisis could cause a
―second wave of property-based stress on the financial system.‖ 3 Given the
potential threat to our fragile recovery, we should act quickly to understand the
scope and causes of the looming collapse of commercial real estate so that we can
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craft appropriate policies to mitigate losses and prevent future problems. As we
analyze the issues, however, we need to be careful not to summarily adopt the
prevailing narrative of the residential crisis—that irresponsible borrowers and
aggressive lenders are to blame.
Increasing Delinquency Rates. In comparison to residential foreclosure
statistics,4 the commercial real estate debt problems currently appear to be mild. 5
Over 50% of outstanding commercial real estate debt is held by banks, which
reported that as of September 30, 2010, only 4.41% of such mortgages were more
than 90 days delinquent.6 However, as the table below shows, the delinquency rates
for commercial real estate mortgages have shown steady and marked increases
since the beginning of 2007. 7 If these trends do not reverse themselves soon,
commercial real estate defaults will become a significant issue, particularly for our
nation’s banks.

Delinquency Rate
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Comparing Residential and Commercial Real Estate Debt. There are
important differences between residential and commercial real estate debt that
make it difficult to analogize causation factors. The most common residential
default is failure to make monthly loan payments because the borrower has
suffered an economic setback, such as unemployment, or because the loan was
structured so that payments dramatically increased at some point during the term.
In some cases, particularly if a property has suffered increased vacancy,
commercial borrowers also default due to a failure to make monthly payments. But
the increasingly common commercial defaults are ―maturity defaults‖ in which the
borrower is unable to borrow a large enough sum to pay off an expiring loan. 8 The
difference between the balloon payment owed on the maturing loan and the amount
that can be borrowed today is the ―equity gap.‖ The equity gap is caused by two
factors: falling valuations of commercial real estate and lack of liquidity.
All lenders use written and informal guidelines to analyze potential loans to
residential and commercial borrowers.9 These ―underwriting standards‖ are a
product of market conditions, guidance from federal banking supervisors, and
internal decisions about risk tolerance. Underwriting standards include pricing
decisions (fees and interest rates), loan-to-value ratios, creditworthiness of the
borrower or guarantor, and loan covenants. The extent to which a lender conducts
due diligence on property, borrower, and guarantor is also determined by
underwriting standards.
A residential real estate loan is underwritten by evaluating both the market
value of the property and the creditworthiness of the borrower. The value of
residential real estate is primarily determined by analyzing the sales prices of
comparable properties, and therefore values can fluctuate widely over time.
Regardless of the value of a home, the borrower’s financial stability and ability to
repay the loan are critical components of residential underwriting. Relaxed
underwriting standards clearly contributed to problems in residential real estate
because: (1) Many homes were over-valued during the 2000s; and (2) many
borrowers qualified for loans that they were unlikely to repay even in the most
optimistic circumstances.10
In commercial lending, the collateral and the borrower are both evaluated, but
the emphasis is on the ability of income-producing real estate to continue to
generate income in an amount sufficient to cover operating expenses and debt
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service. 11 Most commercial real estate is owned in a single-asset limited liability
company or limited partnership, which serves to segregate exposure to contract and
tort liability. This ownership structure is significant in the debt context because
most permanent commercial real estate loans are non-recourse or limited-recourse
to the parent company or individuals behind the single-asset entity. Therefore, the
creditworthiness of that parent is not a significant factor in underwriting because it
is unlikely that they will be called upon to satisfy a deficiency. The experience and
ability of the owner to operate the collateral to obtain maximum return, however, is
highly relevant.
It has been estimated that commercial real estate has dropped in value 35-45%
since the height of the market in 2007. 12 That decline is the result of two factors:
(1) Downward pressure on rent and increasing vacancy rates; and (2) increasing
capitalization rates. The value of commercial real estate is generally estimated by
dividing the net operating income of a property by a capitalization rate. The
capitalization rate is essentially the market’s attempt to quantify the risk in
collecting a particular income stream in the future. Capitalization rates are
impacted by macroeconomic phenomena like liquidity and tax policy, and
microeconomic factors like local unemployment rates and supply and demand of
the type of asset. A lower capitalization rate results in a higher property value and a
higher capitalization rate results in a lower property value. Capitalization rates are
problematic where a market is stalled, as ours is, by limited liquidity and decreased
demand.13 Capitalization rates have increased significantly since 2007, which has
in turn devastated appraisal values of commercial real estate. As a result, many
borrowers who have no problem making monthly mortgage payments find
themselves in technical default because of low appraisals that fail to satisfy
required loan-to-value ratios.
The more significant problem is that borrowers of performing assets are finding
themselves in maturity defaults, unable to refinance expiring debt. Unlike
residential loans, which normally fully amortize over a 30-year term, permanent
commercial loans normally partially amortize over a 10-year term. As a result,
every ten years the borrower must refinance a balloon payment. Over $1.4 trillion
in commercial debt will mature before 2013. 14 Combining the dramatic increase in
capitalization rates with the sluggish capital markets, borrowers and lenders are
11
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available at http://cop.senate.gov/documents/report-042309-parkus.pdf.
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faced with an equity gap that some analysts have estimated will exceed $800
billion.15
Understanding What Went Wrong. A few governmental agencies have begun
to review the issues surrounding commercial real estate debt, particularly in the
contexts of small business lending and the stability of banks and thrifts.16 The
February 2010 report by the Congressional Oversight Panel (COP) is the most
thorough attempt by policymakers to describe the challenges posed by commercial
real estate debt. But one weakness of the COP report is that it adopted the narrative
borrowed from the residential crisis—that aggressive underwriting by lenders is
largely to blame.17 The COP primarily relies upon surveys of senior loan officers 18
to summarily conclude that ―faulty‖ 19 and ―dramatically weakened‖ 20 underwriting
standards resulted in ―riskier‖ commercial real estate loans during the mid-2000s.21
The COP assumes too much when it relies on broad survey information that
underwriting standards were ―relaxed.‖ 22 For example, lowering the interest rate on
a commercial real estate loan, or providing a ten-year rather than five-year term
would constitute weakened underwriting standards but would not make the loan
inherently riskier. Empirical work should be done to evaluate changes over time in
debt service coverage ratios, reserves, and loan covenants before we can conclude
that the reported ―easing‖ of underwriting standards during the 2000s resulted in
riskier loans.23
15
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previous periods. See Ari Levy & Daniel Taub, Defaulting Commercial Properties Hit Banks on Vacancy-Rate Rise,
BLOOMBERG, Mar. 22, 2009.
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In the absence of empirical evidence, it is important to challenge the COP’s
connection between weakened underwriting standards and increased risk because
of the strong moral dimension in political responses to the broader financial crisis.
It is human nature to balk at helping those that we believe created their own
problems. Understanding the root causes of the commercial real estate debt crisis,
and determining whether ―blame‖ can be appropriately assigned to ―reckless‖
borrowers or to ―aggressive‖ lenders may have a significant impact on our policy
responses.
Conclusion. Determining how that equity gap will be satisfied, and by whom,
will be a major challenge over the next few years. If borrowers cannot raise the
funds, then lending institutions, particularly local and regional banks and thrifts,
will be confronted with severe losses.24 Government action will then likely be
needed to prevent commercial real estate debt from derailing our fragile economic
recovery. Given the potential political and economic impact, it is important that
empirical work be done to fully investigate the factors that have contributed to a
commercial real estate debt crisis.
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